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ABSTRACT
This thesis describes the hybrid force and position control o f an elastic manipulator 
constrained by a surface. Based on the inverse and predictive control techniques, the 
proposed controller minimizes a quadratic function o f contact force error, tip tracking error, 
elastic deflection, and control torques. Applying the proposed controller to a two-link planar 
manipulator where the first link is rigid and the second elastic, computer simulation and 
laboratory experiment results are presented to show the effectiveness of the proposed 
controller for force and position control and elastic mode stabilization.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
Improving the velocities and accelerations of robots used in manufacturing while 
maintaining or increasing accuracy and precision increases productivity. However, increased 
velocities, accelerations, and any contact with the environment can cause link flexure that 
invalidate rigid link assumptions. To support the development of lighter, quicker, and less 
expensive robots, much research has been performed in the area o f controlling flexible robot 
arms [2,3,4,7,8,11,13,18,20,21,22,28]. Being highly nonlinear, flexible manipulator control 
schemes require high performance computers.
Simultaneous force and position control is another well-known problem in robotics 
research [3,4,6,10,11,12,13,16,17,21,23,24,25,26]. Force controlled robots are used in 
manufacturing for assembly, grinding, and sanding. Hsu, et al [10] studied the force control 
of industrial CNC machines to ensure proper cutting forces and metal removal rate. 
Thomessen, et al [17] studied the use of robotic grinders for repairing cracks in underwater 
pipe lines and structures using a force controller to implement a controlled material removal 
rate strategy. Yoneda, et al [23] researched a quadruped walking vehicle that uses force 
control to place a foot, lift a foot, and compliance to maintain the orientation of the vehicle 
as if it used springs and dampers. Raibert and Craig [16] considered a hybrid force/position
1
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controller for a rigid robot, but neglected the dynamics equations for the manipulator. 
Yoshikawa [24,25,26,27] combined an analysis o f manipulator dynamics and constraint 
hypersurfaces to derive a dynamic hybrid controller.
Fewer researchers have combined flexible manipulator control with force and position 
control [3,4,11,13,21]. Matsuno and Yamamoto [13] used a B-spline function to model 
elastic deformation in their simulation. Yim and Singh [21] developed an inverse controller 
for a three link manipulator with the last link elastic that attenuates unstable zero dynamics 
by controlling a point near the actual tip.
This thesis describes the computer simulation and laboratory experiment of the point- 
to-point position and force control using a predictive controller for a planar two-link 
manipulator where the first link is rigid and the last is flexible. Chapter 2 describes the 
manipulator model, elastic link model, constraint force equations, and finally, the dynamic 
equation of motion for the manipulator. Chapter 3 presents the inverse controller that 
controls the end effector’s force and position, and the predictive controller that stabilizes the 
unstable elastic dynamics. Chapter 4 presents the simulation results. Chapter 5 describes the 
experimental setup, and Chapter 6 presents the experimental results. Finally, Chapter 7 
concludes the paper.
CHAPTER 2
DERIVATION O F DYNAMIC M O D EL





Figure 1 Robot Model
3
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The first link is assumed to be rigid, while the properties of the second link allow elastic 
oscillations. L { and L 2 designate the links and their lengths. The mass of the motor and 
gearbox at the end of the first link is labelled m ,, and the payload mass at the tip of the 
second link is labelled m2. The first joint provides rotational motion about the Z axis coming 
out of the paper, and the X and Y axes are assigned accordingly with the constraint surface 
defined by a constant Y value. Elastic tip deflection, 6, is measured perpendicularly from the 
end of a hypothetical undeflected second link to the actual tip position as shown in Fig. 1.
First, the kinetic energy (T) and potential energy (U) of the model will be determined 
in order to derive the equations of motion using Lagrange’s equation
T  =  ~ P i l v ?d r  +  \ m \ V 2\e + ^ P 2! V2 d r  + \ m 2VlZ 0 2 2 0 2
and  ( 2 . 1 )
1 Ll
U  =  - \ E I b " \ r , f ) d r  
2 o
where V^dP^/dt,  V2=dP2/dt, Vu =dPJdt,  V2e=dP2Jdt,  and p, and p2 represent mass per 
unit length of the first and second links. E and I are the modulus of elasticity and area 
moment of inertia for the second elastic link. P. and V. (i=l ,2), represent the position and
velocity of the ith link where r is a position variable for each link. Pie and Vje (i=l ,2),
represent the position and velocity of the tip o f the ith link, i.e. r=Lr  The expressions for P. 









'L,cos0, + rcosCO^Oj) -  6(r,/)sin(0,+02) 
L,sin0, + rsin(0,+02) -  8(r,Ocos(0,+02)
(2 .2 )
P 2e =
L,cos0, + L 2cos( 0 ,+ 0 2) -  8(L2,0sin(0,+02) 
LjSin©, + L2sin(0,+02) -  8(L2,Ocos(0, +02)j
Elastic Link Model
First, consider the elastic link as a beam having one end clamped and the other 
free. [9,18] The general equation of motion for the link is
F ,a 48 a28 n
E I~ 4 + p t t  = 0 <2 - 3 >dr dt
where 6(r,t) is link deflection and r  is position variable along the link. Mathematically 
describing the boundary conditions of zero deflection and slope at the clamped end, and zero 
applied moment and shear force at the free end gives
8(0,/) = 0 
dS(0,Q = 0
E I 3— ^ 2'0  = 0  ( 2 - 4 )
dr2
a 38(L2,o
E I   —  =  m 2 6 ( L 2 , 0
Nondimensionalizing the position variable gives
6
r rI  = —  ( 2 . 5 )
2
Substituting Equation (2.5) into Equation (2.3) results in a nondimensionalized form of the 
equation of motion
j-.rd^b j 4^25 nE l   + p L ,  = 0  ( 2 . 6 )
d ?  2 d t2
Using the method of separation of variables to solve the partial differential equation, let
6(5,0 = <f>(5)*(0 ( 2 . 7 )
where cj>(5) represents the mode shape, and q(t) represents the periodic motion of the 
generalized coordinates. Then, substituting Equation (2.7) into Equation (2.6) gives
( p )  -  p4c{) = 0 ( 2 . 8 )
where the characteristic equation can be written as
p4 = 2 ( 2 . 9 )
El
A general solution for Equation (2.6) can be written as
7
<J>(5) = c 1sin(PO+c2cos(P5)+c3sinh(PO+c4cosh(P5)
Rewriting the boundary conditions in the £ domain gives
<j>(0) = 0
ct>'(0) = 0 
4>"(1) = 0
F I  m
— (j> (1) = -m 2(02(J)(l)
^2
Simplify the third order boundary condition in Equation (2.11) by writing as
4>"(1) -  T<j)(l) -  0
where
m2P4
T  =  —
p l 2
Substituting Equation (2.10) into Equation (2.11) and using Equation (2.13), the 
equations becomes
0 1 0  1
1 0  1 0
-Sp -Cp shy c/jp
( - p 3Cp-T5p) ( p 3Jp-TC p) (P 3cA p -M /lp ) ( P 3c / lp -x c / lp )
( 2 . 1 0 )
( 2 . 11 )
( 2 . 12 )
( 2 . 1 3 )
system of
2 . 1 4 )
where cp=cosP, c/ip=coshp, 5p=sinP, and 5/jp=sinhp. By numerically solving Equation 
(2.14), one obtains a number o f Pn‘s from which the natural frequencies are derived.
8
Specifically, n represents the mode number. The corresponding mode shape can now be 
written as [ 18]
= c, jsin(Pn£) -sinh(Pn£) + cos(Pn£) -cosh(Pn£)
(sinpn+sinhpn)
(cosPn+coshPn)j
( 2 . 1 5 )
Using the assumed mode method [15], the link deflection 6 (r,t) can be written as
6(r,0 = S o ( 2 . 1 6 )
i=l
where / denotes the mode number. In this research, we considered the first two vibratory 
modes and the deflection is expressed by
b(r,t) = + <j>2(r)42(0 ( 2 . 1 7 )
Derivation of Energy Equations
Here time dependent coordinates <7,(0 and q2{t) will be used as generalized 
coordinates of the system along with joint variables 0, (t) and 02(O • Define a velocity vector z 
associated with the generalized coordinates of the system z = ĵ 0| 02 ^  ^ j 7' as
Z = [6, 02 q x q2]r ( 2 . 1 8 )
Next, determine the velocities o f the first and second links by differentiating Equation (2.2) 
and expressing the results in terms o f the velocity vector defined in Equation (2.18)
9
=




M J  
M 2 z 
M 2ez
( 2 . 1 9 )
where
M,
M u  =
-rs, 0 0 0
■rc\ 0 0 0.
-L|S, 0 0 0
L.c, 0 0 0.




■L{s x- r s n ~bcn  - r s n - b c n  -<J>,j12 -<|>2j 12 
L xC\-rcn - b s n  - r cn - b s n  (j>,c12 (|>2c 12
-L 2̂ ]2-6 ec |2 -L 2.s12-8 cc 12 
_̂ )C|-^2C12- ê'S12 ~̂ 2C12- êS12 <J)UC12 ^2^12
( 2 . 21)
where c,=cos0,, c 12=cos(0, +02), s,=sin0,, s 12=sin(0,+02), b= (§xq x+$2q2), and 




 link i ' link2
+ ■^mi(Muz)r(M]cz) + ^ m 2(M2cz)‘(M2cz)
which simplifies to
T  = - z tDz 
2
where D  represents a 4x4 symmetric mass matrix expressed as
D  = J  M^M^dm + J  M2 M 2dm + + m2M2eM 2e
link I link2
Potential energy can now be defined as
U = —z tKz 
2
where K represents a 4x4 symmetric stiffness matrix expressed as
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 E l f t i "
-  // // 
E l f i J>, <j>2
0 0 E l f * X E l f f i
Substitution into Lagrange’s Equation gives
d d T  BT BU D -
 r  -  —  + —— = B.u
dt Bz Bz Bz
( 2 . 2 2 )
( 2 . 2 3 )
( 2 . 2 4 )
( 2 . 2 5 )
( 2 . 2 6 )
(2.27)
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where B, is defined as
=
( 2 . 2 8 )
e>
and n is the number of joints and m is the number of vibratory modes considered in the model. 
The equation of motion can be determined using Equations (2.23) and (2.25) to obtain
Dz +
2 dz
z + Kz = B.u
or ( 2 . 2 9 )
Dz + h + c = B XQ
where h includes velocity terms, c includes gravity and strain energy terms. Q represents the 
generalized forces associated with the generalized coordinate z = [(^ 0 2 ^  q ^ T. It should 
be noted that since there are no control forces associated with q {(t) and q2(t), the 
generalized forces are expressed by Q = [T) x2 0 o]r > where x, and t 2 are the control 
torques applied to the first and second joints respectively.
Derivation of Constraint Forces
Express the geometric constraints in the manipulator workspace as
S(p) = 0  ( 2 . 3 0 )
Define Jacobian matrices
We now examine how to modify the manipulator dynamics for the purpose of force 
control. Interaction between the manipulator end effector and the environment creates force. 
We need to express this force in joint space. The manipulator dynamics shown in Equation
(2.29) can be written as
Dz + h + c + xe = Q ( 2 . 3 3 )
where xe is a force vector in joint space which denotes forces exerted by the environment.
Now, the joint torque equivalent to a force at the tip of a manipulator will be derived 
for the purpose of force control[24,25,27]. From the definition o f the Jacobian,
v = 7(0)0 ( 2 . 3 4 )
where v is tip velocities and 6) is angular joint velocities. Using the virtual displacement of 
the end effector ( b d ) and joints (8 0 ) ,  Equation (2.34) can be written as
6d  ./ r .. 8 0
¥  = ( >"67 < 2 ' 3 5 )
where the symbol 8 is an operator representing a virtual quantity. From Equation (2.35) the
13
relation between 8d  and 8 0  becomes
bd = 7 (0 )8 0  ( 2 . 3 6 )
Using the principle o f virtual work and Equation (2.36), the equivalent joint torque 
corresponding to end effector force F  and moment M  expressed in Cartesian coordinates 
becomes
(b®)Tu = (Srf)7̂ ]
or ( 2 . 3 7 )
" ~-j V \
xe in Equation (2.33) can be expressed in terms o f the Jacobian matrix defined in
Equations (2.31) and (2.32). Using the principle of virtual work, xe can be expressed as
xe = J eTF  ( 2 . 3 8 )
where F  is the vector of contact forces and movements in task or Cartesian space. 
Substituting Equation (2.38) into Equation (2.33), the constrained dynamic equation of 
motion becomes
Dz + h + c + JqF  = B\U ( 2 . 3 9 )
Please note that the relation between F  and the force vector lambda (Lagrange multiplier) 
normal to the constraint surface is
14
F  = JSTX ( 2 . 4 0 )
where Js is defined in Equation (2.31). Finally, the dynamic equation of motion is given by
Dz + h + c + J qJJX  = B {u ( 2 . 4 1 )
CHAPTER 3
DERIVATION OF CONTROLLER
The inverse controller uses the inversion theory for nonlinear systems to control force 
and position of the arm while the end effector moves on the given constraint surface 
representing the environment. However, using an inverse controller alone allows the unstable 
internal dynamics of the system to produce oscillatory force and position responses. In this 
research predictive control [22] is used to stabilize the elastic mode oscillations while the 
inverse controller ensures that force and position follow their prescribed trajectories.
Inverse Controller
A flat surface having a constant y coordinate was used for the simulation and 
experiment. The constraint surface is expressed as
s (p) = y~d  = 0 ( 3 . 1 )
where p  -  (x y)T, and d  represents the distance o f the constraint surface from the origin. 
Define the Jacobian of the constraint surface as
( 3 . 2 )
The successive differentiation o f Equation (3.1) with respect to time leads to
15
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dS _ dS dp dz _ j  j  ■ _ q 
dt dp dz dt s 0




( 3 . 4 )
Solving Equation (2.41) for z
z = D ' \ - h  -  c -  J qJ J I  + B,m] ( 3 . 5 )
and substituting into Equation (3.4) results in
J sJqZ + J / qZ + J J qD ' \ - h - c - J qJJX  !w] = 0 ( 3 . 6 )
From Equation (3.6), the Lagrange multiplier A associated with the constraint S  of Equation
(3.1) can be expressed as
A = a , + a2u ( 3 . 7 )
where a , = ( J J 0D lJeTJ sTy l [ j / ez + J / ez -  JsJQD [{h+c)} and
a 2 = (JsJoD  1 _,-®iJ * Equation (3.7) expresses the contact force as a
function of the input control torque u . The contact force derivation for rigid robots has a 
similar form [14,25,26,27,28]. Substituting Equation (3.7) into Equation (2.41) gives
Dz + h + c + jQJsT( a {+a2u) = 5,m ( 3 . 8 )
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and solving Equation (3.8) for z gives
z = Q + Hu ( 3 . 9 )
where Q = D  and H  = D ~’[B ,- J qJ J cl̂ . In this research, we are
interested in the derivation of the inverse control law such that the end effector position and 
contact force are independently controlled on the constraint surface. Define the output vector
where Xp is the x-coordinate of the end effector and Fc is a control component of contact 
force F,  which is normal to the constraint surface. These forces are expressed in Cartesian 
space by
F  = j j l  and Fc -  TF ( 3 . 1 1 )
where T  is a 1x3 row vector used to select a component o f F . It should be noted that in our 
model, A, F, and Fc denote the same force which is normal to the constraint surface since 
the surface is parallel to the X axis as shown in Figure 1. Differentiating the tip position until 
z appears
dXn
X n = — Z =p dz ( 3 . 1 2 )
18
and substituting Equation (3.9) gives
= Jxz + JX(Q+Hu) 
p . ( 3 . 1 3 )
-  (Jxz+JxQ) + J f i u
Using Equation (3.11), Equation (3.7), and Equation (3.13), define
( x )p + i J J I )
k J K F i c , \ F2c J
= A + Bu
T  Twhere Fa = TJS a , and Fa  = TJS a2. For the constraint surface defined by Equation
(3.1), it should be noted that Fcl = a, and Fc2 = a 2 since T = [0 1] and Js = [0 1]. 
For the control of output vector y  in Equation (3.10), we choose a control law of the form




+ ' V0 J o J
, vlf'l
where Xp = Xp -  X r and Fc -  Fc -  Fcr are position and force tracking errors,
y r = (Xr Fcr)T is the reference command input, q = (q, q 2)r  is a stabilizing signal that will 
be determined later using the predictive controller. Substituting Equation (3.15) into 
Equation (3.14), one obtains
19
'K  + kA  + k A  + Kjxpdt = n,
or
F c  +  =  ^ 2
*p + kA  + k f p + t f p
K  + = ^2
( 3 . 1 6 )
Til
One can choose ft;( M>2 ,3 ) and p such that x  - 0  anc  ̂ F c- 0  as f-°° for r),=r|2=0. Using 
this inverse controller the output errors Xp and F  can be forced to zero, however, the
unstable elastic modes should be stabilized using the external signal r).
Predictive Controller
Rewrite Equation (3.9) in a form that separates joint position and elastic mode terms
z = ' e , ' 4* l H ' )
k J { H 2
( 3 . 1 7 )
Substituting the inverse control law, Equation (3.15), into Equation (3.17) gives
Z =
' e , ' +
/ N 
\ H ' B - ' - A  - +
/  ., \
+
( \ n,
k J \  ‘■t I 0 j 0 J c r ,
( 3 . 1 8 )
Now, the flexible link elastic mode dynamics including the inverse controller can be 
represented by the lower half of Equation (3.18), which can be represented as
20
q = Q2 + -A
v 0 ,
( \  
I 0  J
' v / * /
f •• 
X.
+ H ^ - \  (3 . 1 9 )
Subtracting q from both sides of Equation (3.19) gives
'4 = ~qc + G2 + ^2®’’
= H o + ^
- A  -
( ’ \ / \ 
k xX p
+ ( * '
I o  j { 0 v j K\  J  /
(3  . 2 0 )
Define jc as
( 3 . 2 1 )
The derivation of the predictive controller involves expanding x  using a Taylor series 
expansion. Beginning with X
Xp{t+h) = Xp(t)+f j p( t ) + h % ( t ) ( 3 . 2 2 )
and substituting the first line o f Equation (3.16) for X  gives
Xp(t+h) = Xp(t) +hXp(t)+ -h  2[ -k j{ p(t)- k tXp(t) -k 0j X p(t) +r), ], or regrouping
Xp(t+h) = G, + ~ h 2r\x ( 3  . 23 )
where G , = Xp(t) +hXp(t) +—h 2[ - k j l p{t) - k {Xp(t)-kQfXp(t)]. Using the same procedure for X
Z. J
21
gives j£p(t +h) = &p(t)+f£itp(t)’ or regrouping
Xp(t+h) = G2 + Ari, ( 3 . 2 4 )
where G2 = Xp(/) +A[-fc^CO yX^Cf)] • Applying the same procedure to the
elastic deflection using Equation (3.20) gives q(t+h) = q(f)+hifct)+^h2[Ha+HbT),], or 
regrouping
q(t+h) = G3 + 1 h 2H br) ( 3 . 2 5 )
where G3 = q(t)+hq(t)+^h2Ha. Similarly, we obtain q(t+h) = 7j(t)+h[Ha+Hbr\], or 
regrouping
q(t+h) = G4 + M fyi ( 3 . 2 6 )
»
where G4 = #(/) +hHa. Repeating the same procedure for force gives
Fc(t+h) = Fc(t) + AFc(r)
=  F c ( 0  +  A ( - p F c + r i 2 )  ( 3  . 2 7  )
= G5 + /rr)2
where G5 = F c(r) -  h\aFc(j) . From Equations (3.23) to (3.27), we can summarize the
expansion for x(t+h) using the Taylor series
22
(  1 
— h 2 0
2







+ - h 2H„ 0
hHb 0
( 3 . 2 8 )
= M  + Â r|
where T] = <r|, r)2}r . The performance index used in this controller has the form
II = x T(t+h)Ax(t+h) + t iT r i ( 3 . 2 9 )
where A and T are positive definite weight matrices. The predictive controller is obtained 
by minimizing the performance index in Equation (3.29). Differentiating Equation (3.29) with 
respect to control input t) gives
or
—  = N tA(M  + Nr\) + T t) = 0 
dr]
N tA M  + N tAAti = -Tr\
( 3 . 3 0 )
and solving Equation (3.30) gives
T) = -(T  + N TA N ) ' lN TA M ( 3 . 3 1 )
As shown in Figure 2, the predictive control law Equation (3.31) can be combined 
with the inverse control law to achieve force and position tracking and stabilization.
23
R o b o t
I n v e r s e
C o n t r o l l e r
P r e d i c t i v e
C o n t r o l l e r
Figure 2 Control Block Diagram
CHAPTER 4
SIM ULATION RESULTS
After using the Mathematica symbolic software to derive the equations o f motion, the 
model was simulated using Cray Fortran 77 on a Cray-YMP supercomputer. Please refer to 
Appendix II to see the source code.
Both the simulation and the experiment utilized the following properties:
L ink  1- Aluminum box with 44mm outer and 32mm inner dimensions
m, 4.54 kg
0.384175 m





Table 1 Link Properties
For the simulation, both the force and position commands for the tip follow a 
parabolic trajectory versus time for the first half second, and then the steady state value is 
maintained. Force is measured normal to the constraining surface and the command begins 
at zero and follows the trajectory until it reaches one newton. The tip position begins at X
24
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equals zero and the command begins at zero and also follows a trajectory until it reaches 10 
cm.
Using both the inverse and predictive controllers (see Figure 2) did not provide stable 
results. It was discovered that using only the predictve controller provided good results. 
Much time was spent tuning the predictive controller parameters in order to obtain optimum 
results. The program constant delh, referred to in Chapter 3 as the Taylor series expansion 
value h, had little effect so long as it was kept smaller than approximately 0.1. This is most 
likely because the trajectory is much smoother than a step input. Please refer to the end of 
this chapter to see the plots. Q , a symmetric weight matrix equivalent to A in Equation 
(3.31), is the most important parameter. T from Equation (3.31) was set to zero. Q is 
shown on the plots.
In general, the rows and columns of Q represent the weighting of X tip position, X 
tip velocity, first mode deflection, second mode deflection, first mode deflection velocity, 
second mode deflection velocity, and force in order beginning at the upper left. Diagonal 
terms represent weighting of the pure quality while off-diagonal terms indicate cross­
coupling. For example, in the Q matrix above for Simulation E, the 200 in the lower left 
corner, or Qnl, means the controller gives force control great importance. In the same 
matrix, the 1 in the Q21 and Qn  positions represents coupling between the X tip position 
velocity and force.
Simulation A shows an initial trial that was not satisfactory. In Simulation B, the 
controller gives increased importance to tip position, velocity, and force. The position plot 
shows some improvement, but still has a large amplitude oscillatory motion. The force plot
26
improves greatly. The deflection plot does not show any dampening. In Simulation C, tip 
position and velocity were weighted more to improve their performance. The position plot 
is now satisfactory, and the force overshoot is smaller. The deflection plot shows good 
steady state control of the oscillations. Simulation D shows that minimal weight on force 
control and even less on tip position and velocity leads to an unstable system. In Simulation 
E, after trial and error parameter tuning, more importance was given to force control, no 
importance given to the pure tip position and velocity, and weight is given to coupling 
between tip velocity and first mode deflection velocity, tip velocity and force, first and second 
modes of deflection, and between first mode deflection and second mode deflection velocity. 
The position plot is very similar to Simulation C, but the force plot is greatly improved 
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Figure 7 Simulation E Plots
CHAPTER 5
EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
The robot consists of a first link that is a relatively rigid aluminum C-section with a 
cap piece that forms a box section, the second link is a 3/8" steel rod that is relatively flexible 
(see Table 1). Both revolute joints have one degree of freedom. Since both links rotate about 
vertical axes, all movement occurs in a horizontal plane. The 1.13 kg payload mass at the end 
of the manipulator is composed o f position and force sensors. The constraining surface is 
an aluminum wall located at a distance Y = 0.85m from the origin. Figure 3 shows the 
experimental setup. Appendix I shows photographs of the equipment.
Data Acquisition and Control Electronics
The Burr-Brown PCI-20000 Personal Computer Instrumentation System is an IBM 
PC and compatible (PC) data acquisition and control system. The three main components of 
the system are the Carrier, Instrument Modules (IM), and Termination Panels. Located inside 
the PC, the Carrier is a large card that holds the IM ’s, supplies power, and allows the IM ’s 
to communicate with each other and the PC. Basically, the IM’s provide A/D, D/A, D/D, and 
a clock (see Table 2). Acting as the system clock, the Rate Generator Module provides a 100 
Hz signal used to synchronize control cycles. The A/D measures elastic deflection, tip force, 
and joint velocity. Elastic deflection velocity is calculated by
32
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PCI-20007M-1 Counter/Timer/Rate Generator Module
PCI-20019M-1A Analog Input Module (A/D)
PCI-20021M-IB Analog Output Module (D/A)
PCI-20041 C-3A Digital Input Module (D/D)
Table 2 Instrument Module Listing
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Figure 8  Input/Output Schematic
numerically differentiating deflection signals. Since tip force is measured along the axis of the 
second link, the force normal to the constraining surface is determined using the manipulator 
configuration. Tachometers at the motors provide voltages that are proportional to the
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velocities of each motor. The D/A sends commands to the amplifiers that power the motors. 
The D/D acquires digital input from the position encoder circuitry. External to the computer 
and connected by ribbon cables, the cabinet mounted Termination Panels are terminal junction 
blocks for all of the I/O wires. The panels have provisions for neatly mounting components 
such as capacitors and resistors to create signal filters. [5]
DC Servomotors and Gearboxes
At the first joint, an Inertial Motors Corporation D30E DC servomotor connected to 
a Harmonic Drive gearbox provides actuation. Having an 80:1 ratio, the Harmonic Drive 
gearbox contains an eccentric ball bearing that fits inside the smooth inner wall of thin 
external gear that is mounted to the output shaft. A static internal gear connected to ground 
within the transmission surrounds the thin external gear. A difference of two teeth between 
the gears provides relative motion when driven by the eccentric ball bearing.
At the second joint, a PMI S64MH DC servomotor connects to a Kamo Q-10 
BR85SS-20 gearbox with a 20:1 ratio. According to the manufacturer’s literature, this 
unique gearbox can achieve zero backlash because rather than using gears, it uses steel balls 
in sinuous grooves to transmit the motion.
The tachometers on each motor are DC generators that provide a voltage proportional 
to the rotational velocity. At the first joint, the tachometer constant is 5 volts per 1000 rpm. 
Considering the gearbox, this results in 0.2618 radians of link rotation per second per volt. 
The second joint’s tachometer constant is 0.75 volts per 1000 rpm and results in 6.97 radians 
of link rotation per second per V.
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Amplifiers
A Glentek Torque Lin model GA4552-1 linear servo amplifier powers the first joint. 
A PMI model 0088 057001, type VXA 48-8-8 amplifier powers the second joint. Both 
amplifiers can be configured in torque or velocity control modes. Since this experiment uses 
the amplifiers in velocity mode, the tachometer output goes to the amplifiers for hardware 
level control, and then on to the A/D so the software can utilize velocity feedback.
Position Encoders
The incremental position encoders provide the relative position of the motor shafts. 
To calibrate the absolute position, the tip is placed at X  = 0 on the constraint surface to 
determine absolute shaft positions. Incremental optical angle sensors, or quadrature encoders, 
generate two square waves using a light source and a pattern o f two concentric rings with 
alternating clear and opaque areas.
1
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Figure 9 Position Encoder Waveform Schematic[ 1 ]
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The number of opaque areas, or similarly the angular measure o f an opaque sector, determine 
the resolution. In general, the two tracks are out of phase by one fourth of the unit angular 
sector measurement. Figure 4 shows the two square waves for both positive and negative 
rotation, and the resulting count. The counter, detailed next, is used to measure the angular 
position at eachjoint.fi]
Quadrature Decoder Chips
Two Hewlett Packard HCTL-2000 quadrature decoder/interface integrated circuits 
process the position encoder data to provide the controller with joint position data. This chip 
has a 12-bit counter with a digital noise filter that ensures the output will change only after 
the input stays consistent for three rising edges of the clock. Since the chip can function with 
an internal clock speed as high as 14 MHZ, waiting for three rising edges does not pose any 
difficulty to the global control system which operates at only 100 Hz. Again, the output from 
the chips goes to the D/D where the software can easily calculate changes in the joint angles. 
See Figure 3 for the placement of the IC ’s within the I/O system.
Optical Position Indicator
A United Detector Technologies OP-EYE optical position indicator is mounted near 
the end of the second link. Mounted at the beginning of the second link, a Nelles-Griot laser 
diode provides a focused red beam to the OP-EYE. When deflection in the second link is 
zero, the beam hits the center of the OP-EYE. The signals from the OP-EYE are amplified, 
and then sent to an RC low bandpass filter where a 200 KQ resistance and 0.05pF 
capacitance create a cutoff frequency of 15.9 Hz. The simulation determined that the first
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natural frequency o f elastic link is 8.11 Hz; thus the filter attempts to eliminate higher 
frequency noise. The filter output then goes to the A/D. The OP-EYE output provides only 
position information, and so deflection velocity is calculated by numerical differentiation.
The OP-EYE provides two signals when measuring position in only the X axis. 
Figure 5 shows how the OP-EYE connects to the A/D. The position formula was calculated 
by mounting the laser diode to a table and the OP-EYE in a high precision positioning fixture, 
collecting data points, and calculating a best fit line
¥-0.561591
0.957
*10 ( 5 . 1 )
where ¥  = (signalQ-signal ̂ /(signal^ +signall) .[19]
-► Y  s ignal 
r > Y  s ignal
O P - E Y E
X signal 0
U D T  O P - E Y E  
A m p l i f i e r  B o x
A n a l o g  I n p u t  
T e r m i n a t i o n  P a n e l
X signal 1
Figure 10 Optical Position Sensor Schematic
JR3 Force Sensor
A JR3 universal force-moment sensor model number UFS-3A25-U560PUMA uses
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strain gauges to measure force and moment in all six degrees of freedom. The output from 
the sensor goes to a signal conditioner that amplifies and filters the signals. Next, the output 
is converted to digital and passes through a 12 bit digital filter. Finally, the signal is returned 
to an analog signal for the A/D. Although not used in this experiment, the digital filter can 
optionally decouple the six degrees o f freedom. Specifically, the JR3 system provides a 
voltage proportional to the force in the axial direction along the second link. As shown in
N o r m a l
F o r c e
Constraint Surface
J R 3  F o r c e  
T r a n s d u c e r
Figure 11 Force Sensor Schematic
in Figure 6 , the orientation o f the end effector with respect to the constraint surface is a 
function of the joint positions. The normal force is obtained by multiplying the measured 
force by sin(0, + 02) . Thus, software converts the voltage to a normal force using
ForceN = (0.2247322)*(-5.62683*s/grta//r + 20.8014)*5,2 ( 5 . 2 )
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Equation (5.2) was obtained by placing the second link on a smooth surface, applying a 
compressive load to the end effector with spring scale, collecting data points, and calculating 
a best fit line.
Control Software
A 486 DX33 personal computer executes the software and controls the system. 
Gains, start, and stop commands are given to the robot through the keyboard. Ribbon cables 
connect the Carrier and IM ’s to the Termination Panels. Written using Microsoft Quick C, 
the control software is a compilation of Burr-Brown PCI driver files and subroutines, routines 
written by Akio Cullum (a former electrical engineering undergraduate), a translation of Dr. 
Woosoon Yim’s Fortran subroutines, and this author’s original code. Please refer to 
Appendix III for the source code.
For simplicity, the software considers only the first mode of vibration, neglects the h 
terms in Equation (2.41), and utilizes the mode shape and its derivations already calculated 
by the simulation. First, the software initializes the PCI 20000 system, begins the clock, and 
configures the IM ’s. Next, the initial joint angles are determined using the inverse kinematics
0  j = -atan X + atan {x2+y2 +L 2 -L22)/k
■y ■
jj _ i ( 5 . 3 )
0 , = — -  atan i 
2 2
(jc2+y2- L 2-L 2)/K
where k = [(x2+y2+L2+L2) -  2((x 2+y2)2 +L ,4 +L24)]0'5. Finally, we encounter the control 
loop which begins every time the rising edge of the clock’s square wave is detected.
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The control loop performs the following operations during each sample period:
■ measure joint angles
■ measure joint velocities
■ measure elastic link deflection
■ calculate link deflection velocity
■ calculate torque
■ calculate output command based on torque
Because a torque command cannot be sent to a velocity mode amplifier, the back-emf 
compensator allows the system to emulate a torque mode amplifier. The torque provided by 
a DC motor is given by
( 5 . 4 )
a
where kt,Ra, and kb are torque constant, armature resistance, and back-emf constant 
respectively. Approximating the voltage required using
TY  _  com m and ^
no b a c k -e m f ~~ «  1£ J J £  (  * '
a r a
where ka is amplifier gain, and adding the compensator
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which includes the effects o f the gearbox. Figure 7 shows a block diagram of the 
experimental setup.
Computer












Figure 12 System Block Diagram
CHAPTER 6
EX PERIM EN TA L RESULTS
Trials using the predictive controller provided reasonable control o f force, but 
consistently allowed the tip to move past the target X coordinate and actually accelerated as 
it exceeded the target. Efforts to adjust the 0-weighting matrix, R -weighting matrix, delh, 
and estimated back-emf compensation parameters failed to improve the performance.
As a result, we implemented an inverse controller (see Equation (3.15)). The 
experiments were conducted using Equation (6.5) with the gains in Table 3.
EXPERIMENT n K=k \ p
A 0.01 200 0.04
B 0.01 200 0 .0 2
C 0.01 150 0 .0 2
D 0.01 100 0 .0 2
E 0.01 100 0.005
Table 3 Experiment Controller Gains
Please refer to the end of this chapter to see the plots. All of the tip position plots 
were similar, and the steady-state error could not be eliminated. Experiment A, which used 
the highest force gain, also shows the best force control as the force stays less than 0.60N. 
The error in the force control has several possible causes. First, because of amplifier
42
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drift that cannot be eliminated, starting the experiment depends on operator skill and 
consistency to establish that the end effector is positioned correctly when the experiment 
starts. Second, one assumption made in the analysis is that the contact between the aluminum 
end effector and aluminum constraint surface is frictionless. In spite of the fact that the 
constraint surface was coated with light machine oil, there was still a small amount o f friction. 
Third, analog data from the sensors was extremely noisy. Fourth, many system constants 
were estimated. Amplifier gain, an estimated constant, directly affects the back-emf 
compensator. Krishnaswamy, et al [12] studied kinematic stability errors in force controlled 
robots. In certain configurations, small inaccuracies in joint torque can cause large link 
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CHAPTER 7
CONCLUSION
This thesis describes the hybrid force and position control o f  an elastic manipulator 
constrained by a surface. Based on the inverse and predictive control techniques, the 
proposed controller minimizes a quadratic function o f  contact force error, tip tracking error, 
elastic deflection, and control torques. In both the simulation and experiment, the controller 
was applied to a two-link planar manipulator where the first link is rigid and the second 
elastic. The computer simulation results have shown the effectiveness o f using only the 
predictive controller for force and position control and elastic mode stabilization. The 
experimental results were poor for the predictive controller, but using only an inverse 
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SIM ULATION FORTRAN 77 SOURCE CODE
c  *  *  *  * * *  *  *  * * * * *  * *  * * *  * * * *  *  * * *  * * * *  *  * *  *  *  * * *  *  *  *  *  *  *  * *  *  *  *  * * *  *  * * *  *  *  * *  *  *
c RSC PRED2AX.F 
c
c Contact force and end effector position control of 2 axis 
c planar robot with predictive controller for stabilization 
c differential equation solver: FIAM4 
c
c p={thl th2 ql q2} 
c F{xy} 
c
c written by W. Yim 
c modified by R. Conn 
c
Q £  ♦  ♦  ★  ♦  ♦  ♦  *  ♦  ̂  ♦  ♦  ♦  ♦  ♦  ♦  ♦  ♦  * * ♦ *  ♦  * * * *  ♦  J(C ♦  ♦  * * * * * *  *  £  3(t Jjt £  5f« ♦  *  £  *  *  ♦  ♦  f t  ♦  JJC *  *  >|C *  £
EXTERNAL DERSUB.CHSUB
parameter(pi=3.141592654, r2d=l 80/pi, d2r=p i/180)
real bul (4,2),p(4,1 ),dp(4,1 ),rtip(2,l ),11,12,ki,kp,kd,fk,fiic
real ELT( 10),ELE 1 (10),ELE2( 10),ERRVAL( 10)
real pstar(4,1 ),dpstar(4,1 ),u(2,1)
common /FAM/CUVAR(11),VAR(11),DER(11),CI
common /beta/ betal, beta2
common /robotparameter/11,12,rhol ,rho2,pml ,pm2,el,qmoi
common /modeintegral/ phi 1 A,phi2 A.philsq A,phi2sq A,philphi2 A,
& philr A,phi2r A.ddphilsq A,ddphilddphi2 A,
& ddphi2sq A
common /constraint/ yconst 
common/cob/bul 










c open (unit= 13 ,file='th 1')
c open (unit=14,file='th2')
c open (unit= 16,file='dth 1')















c— define bul() 
do 15 i=l,4 





c—  get link properties 
call linkproperty 
c—  Simulation time
c write(*,*) 'enter simulation time in sec' 
c read(*,*) ts 
ts=4
c—  Trajectory motion time
c write(*,*) 'enter time to reach steady state command in sec' 
c read(*,*) tf
tf=0.5
c—  solve natural frequencies (1st & 2nd) 
call solvebeta
write(*,*)'betal = ',betal,'beta2 = ',beta2 
c—  get all integration terms of modeshape function phil & phi2 
call intphi
c vvnte(97,*)'betal = ',betal,'beta2 = ',beta2
c write(97,*)'phil A = ',phil A
c write(97,*)'phi2 A = ',phi2 A
c write(97,*)'philsq A = ',philsq A
c write(97,*)'phi2sq A = ',phi2sq A
c write(97,*)’philphi2 A = ',philphi2 A
c write(97,*)'philr A = ',philr A
c write(97,*)'phi2r A = ',phi2r A
c write(97>*)'ddphilsq A = '.ddphilsq A
c write(97,*)'ddphilddphi2 A = '.ddphi 1 ddphi2 A
c write(97,*)'ddphi2sq A = ',ddphi2sq A
c write(97,*)'phile = ', phil (12)
c write(97,*)’phi2e = phi2(12)





c— define weight matrix for predictive controller 
do 55 i=l,7 










Q wei(2,l)=Q wei(l,2) 
write(*,*)'Q wei(l,3)' 
read(*,*)Q wei(l,3)
Q wei(3,l)=Q wei(l,3) 
write(*,*)'Q wei(l,4)' 
read(*,*)Q wei(l,4)
Q wei(4,l)=Q wei(l,4) 
write(*,*)'Q wei(l,5)' 
read(*,*)Q wei(l,5)
Q wei(5,l)=Q wei(l,5) 
write(*,*)'Q wei(l,6)' 
read(*,*)Q wei(l,6)
Q wei(6,l)=Q wei(l,6) 
write(*,*)'Q wei(l,7)' 
read(*,*)Q wei(l,7)
Q wei(7,l)=Q wei(l,7) 
write(*,*)'Q wei(2,3)' 
read(*,*)Q wei(2,3)
Q wei(3,2)=Q wei(2,3) 
write(*,*)'Q wei(2,4)' 
read(*,*)Q wei(2,4)
Q wei(4,2)=Q wei(2,4) 
write(*,*)'Q wei(2,5)' 
read(*,*)Q wei(2,5)
Q wei(5,2)=Q wei(2,5) 
write(*,*)'Q wei(2,6)' 
read(*,*)Q wei(2,6)
Q wei(6,2)=Q wei(2,6) 
write(*,*)'Q wei(2,7)' 
read(*,*)Q wei(2,7)
Q wei(7,2)=Q wei(2,7) 
write(*,*)'Q wei(3,4)' 
read(*,*)Q wei(3,4)
Q wei(4,3)=Q wei(3,4) 
write(*,*)'Q wei(3,5)' 
read(*,*)Q wei(3,5)
Q wei(5,3)=Q wei(3,5) 
write(*,*)'Q wei(3,6)' 
read(*,*)Q wei(3,6)




Q wei(7,3)=Q wei(3,7) 
write(*,*)'Q wei(4,5)' 
read(*,*)Q wei(4,5)
Q wei(5,4)=Q wei(4,5) 
write(*,*)'Q wei(4,6)' 
read(*,*)Q wei(4,6)
Q wei(6,4)=Q wei(4,6) 
write(*,*)'Q wei(4,7)' 
read(*,*)Q wei(4,7)
Q wei(7,4)=Q wei(4,7) 
write(*,*)'Q wei(5,6)' 
read(*,*)Q wei(5,6)
Q wei(6,5)=Q wei(5,6) 
write(*,*)'Q wei(5,7)' 
read(*,*)Q wei(5,7)




































































write(*,*)'Initial Angle' ,p(l,l)*r2d,p(2,l)*r2d 
phi le=phi 1(12) 
phi2e=phi2(12) 






c— integration step (10000 HZ)
CK0001 
c—  printing interval (100 HZ)
SPEC=0.01 
c—  number of D.E.
N=10
c





c simulation time (ts sec), SPEC*NN 
NN=ts/spec+l 
c—  solve differential equations 
DO 600 M=1,NN 
CALL FIAM4(II,N,NT>CI,SPEC,CIMAX,ERR,VAR,CUVAR,DER, 
1 ELE1 ,ELE2,ELT,ERR VAL,DERSUB,CHSUB,ITEXT)
write(*,*)'***', VAR( 1 ),rtip(l, 1 ),rtip(2,1 ),fh,err 
wdef=phi 1 e* VAR(4)+phi2e* VAR(5) 
write( 10,900) VAR( 1 ),rtip( 1,1 ),xc,fn,fhc,wdef,u( 1,1 ),u(2,1) 
c write( 13,900) VAR( 1), VAR(2)*r2d
c write( 14,900) VAR(l),VAR(3)*r2d
c write( 16,900) VAR( 1), VAR(6)*r2d
c write(17,900) VAR(l),VAR(7)*r2d








c write(40,900) VAR( 1 ),wdef




c 900 format (2(f20.10,2x))


















^  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  * *  If *  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  #  *  *  *  *  *  4c *  *  *  *
subroutine DERSUB 
c determine rhs of differential equations 
c********************************************** 
real p(4,1 ),pstar(4,1 ),rtip(2,1 ),v(2,1 ),dp(4,1 ),u(2,1) 
real dmatrix(4,4),hmatrix(4,1 ),cmatrix(4,1 ),rhs(4,1) 
real jth(2,4),fl (1,1 ),f2( 1,2),qh(4,1 ),qm(4,2) 
real qh 2(2,l),qm 2(2,2)
real bstarinv(2,2),dum 11(1,1 ),dum22(2,2),dum22 1 (2,2),dum22 2(2,2)
real dum21(2,1 ),dum21 I(2,l),dum41(4,l),dum72(7,2),dum22 inv(2,2)
realdum61(7,1 ),duml 1 l(l,l),dumll 2(l,l),dum71(7,1)
real 11,12,qhprime( 1,1 ),qmprime( 1,2)










common /command/xi,xf,xc,q 1 c,dq 1 c,ddq 1 c,q2c,dq2c,ddq2c,
& fhi,fhf,fiic,fn
common /cartesian/ rtip,err 






p(4,1 )=CU VAR(5) 
dp( 1,1 )=CU VAR(6) 
dp(2,1 )=CU VAR(7) 
dp(3,1 )=CU VAR(8) 
dp(4,1 )=CU VAR(9) 
sumxen^CU VAR( 10) 
sumfherr=CU VAR( 11)
c
c—  (FEEDBACK) get cartesian pos. and vel of CONTROLLED point 
c write(*,*)'p',p 
call XYZ(p,rtip) 





c**** (COMMAND) from common/command/ 
c
c—  (X, Y SERVO ERROR) 
c X TRAJECTORY















c— (CONTACT FORCE ERROR) fh=fl+f2*u 
c
if(CUVAR(l).ne.O) then 













call condyn(fl ,£2,qh,qm) 
c— calculate qh' and qm' 
call jacbalpa(p jalpa) 
call jacbdalpa(p,dp jdalpa) 
c— get qh'
call matmpy(jalpa,qh,duml 1 1,1,4,1) 
call matmpy(jdalpa,dp,dum 11 2,1,4,1) 






c***** PREDICTIVE CONTROLLER 
c
c— get lower half of qh and qm 
qh 2(l,l)=qh(3,l) 






c— Formulate [PM] and [PN] where x(t)=[PM]+[PN]*u
PM( 1,1 )=xerr+delh*dxerr+delh*delh*(qhprime( 1,1 )-ddxc)/2 
PM(2,1 )=dxerr+delh*(qhprime( 1,1 )-ddxc)
PM(3,1 )=q 1 err+delh*dq 1 err+0.5*delh*delh*(qh 2( 1,1 )-ddq 1 c) 
PM(4,1 )=q2err+delh*dq2err+0.5*delh*delh*(qh 2(2,1 )-ddq2c) 
PM(5,1 )=dq 1 err+delh*(qh 2(1,1 )-ddq 1 c)




















c—  determine u 
c
call transpos (PN,7,2,PNt) 
call matmpy (Q wei,PN,dum72,7,7,2) 
call matmpy (PNt,dum72,dum22 1,2,7,2) 
do 20 i= 1,2 
do 20 j=l,2 
dum22 2(i,j)=dum22 l(i,j)+R wei(i,j)
20 continue
call linrg (2,dum22 2,2,dum22 inv,2)
c
call matmpy (Q wei,PM,dum71,7,7,1) 
call matmpy (PNt,dum71 ,dum21,2,7,1) 




c— (PROCESS) solve forward constrained dynamic equations 
c {ddp}={qh}+[qm]{u}
call matmpy (qm,u,dum41,4,2,1) 
do 26 ii= 1,4 
rhs(ii, 1 )=qh(ii, 1 )+dum41 (ii, 1)
26 continue















Q * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *  **************
subroutine flf2 (p,dp,fl,f2) 
c calculate contact force equation Fn=F 1 (p,dp)+F2(p)U
c Fl=al*(a2+a3-a4) 
c F2=bl*b2







c p={thl th2 ql q2} 
c r={xy}
Q * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
real fl (1,1 ),f2( 1,2),p(4,1 ),dp(4,1 ),rtip(2,1 ),v(2,1)
real js( 1,2) ,jsdot( 1,2) jth(2,4),jthdot(2,4)
real dmatrix(4,4),hmatrix(4,1 ),cmatrix(4> 1)
real dmatinv(4,4),jthtrans(4,2),jstrans(2,1)
realal(l,l),a2(l,l),a3(l,l),a4(l,l),bl(I,l),b2(l,2)
real dum 1 (4,1 ),dum2(4,1 ),dum3(2,1 )>dum4(4,2),dum5(2,2)
real bul (4,2)
common /dyn/ dmatrix,hmatrix,cmatrix 





call jacb th (p,jth) 
call matmpy(jth,dp,v,2,4,l) 
calld jacb s (v(l,l),v(2,l)jsdot) 
call d jacb th (p,dpjthdot) 
call transpos (jth,2,4 jthtrans) 
call transpos (js, 1,2 jstrans) 
call linds (4,dmatrix,4,dmatinv,4) 
c getal
call matmpy (jthtransjstrans,duml ,4,2,1) 
call matmpy (dmatinv,duml,dum2,4,4,l) 
call matmpy (jth,dum2,dum3,2,4,l) 
call matmpy (js,dum3,a 1,1,2,1) 
a 1 (1,1 )= 1 ./a 1(1,1) 
c get a2
call matmpy (jth,dp,dum3,2,4,l) 
call matmpy (jsdot,dum3,a2,1,2,1) 
c get a3
call matmpy (jthdot,dp,dum3,2,4,l) 
call matmpy (js,dum3,a3,1,2,1) 
c get a4 
do 20 i=l,4 
dum 1 (i, 1 )=hmatrix(i, 1 )+cmatrix(i, 1)
20 continue
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call matmpy (dmatinv,dum 1 ,dum2,4,4,1) 
call matmpy (jth,dum2,dum3,2,4,1) 
call matmpy (js,dum3,a4,1,2,1) 
c getbl
bl (1,1 )=al (1,1) 
c get b2
call matmpy (dmatinv.bul ,dum4,4,4,2) 
call matmpy (jth,dum4,dum5,2,4,2) 
call matmpy (js,dum5,b2,l,2,2) 
c matrix fl & f2
fl(l,l)=al(l,l)*(a2(l,l)+a3(l,l)-a4(l,l))
f2(l,l)=bl(l,l)*b2(l,l)




g  * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
subroutine condyn (fl,f2,qh,qm) 
c calculate constrained dynamics equations 
c PROCESS TO BE SIMULATED 
c {ddp}={qh}+[qm]{u} 
c 4x1 4x1 4x2 2x1
g  * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
real qh(4,l),qm(4,2),bu 1(4,2)
real dmatrix(4,4),dmatinv(4,4),hmatrix(4,1 ),cmatrix(4,1) 
real jthtrans(4,2),jstrans(2,1 ),fl (1,1 ),f2( 1,2)
real dum 1 (2,1 ),dum2(4,1 ),dum3(4,1 ),dum4(2,2),dum5(4,2),dum6(4,2) 
common /cob/ bul
common /dyn/ dmatrix,hmatrix,cmatrix 
common /conq/ jthtrans,jstrans,dmatinv 
c— calculate {qh}
call matmpy (jstrans,fl,duml,2,l,l) 
call matmpy (jthtrans.dum 1 ,dum2,4,2,1) 
do 20 i=l,4
dum3 (i, 1 )=-hmatrix(i, 1 )-cmatrix(i, 1 )-dum2(i, 1)
20 continue
call matmpy (dmatinv,dum3,qh,4,4,l) 
c— calculate [qm]
call matmpy (Jstrans,f2,dum4,2,l,2) 
call matmpy (Jthtrans,dum4,dum5,4,2,2) 
do 40 i=l,4 
do 34 j= 1,2 








subroutine invkinem (px,py,thl,th2) 
c inverse kinematics of rigid portion of robot
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£  ********************************************** 
real 11,12




2*((px**2+py**2)**2+l 1 **4+12**4)) 
thl=-atan(px/py)+atan( (px**2+py**2+ll**2-12**2)/dum) 
th2=pi/2-atan( (px**2+py**2-l 1 **2-12**2)/dum ) 
return 
end
Q * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
fiinction at2 (x,y) 
c * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
real at2,x,y 
pi=3.141592654 
if(x .gt. 0. .and. y.eq.O.) then 
at2=0.
else if (x.gt.O. .and. y.gt.O.) then 
at2=atan(y/x) 
else if (x.eq.O. .and. y.gt.O.) then 
at2=pi/2. 
else if (x.lt.O. .and. y.gt.O.) then 
at2=pi-atan(-y/x) 
else if (x.lt.O. .and. y.eq.O.) then 
at2=pi
else if (x.lt.O. .and. y.lt.O.) then 
at2=atan(y/x)-pi 







c  * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
subroutine traj (y,dy,ddy,t,tf,a,thmeg) 
c generate BB acceleration
g  * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
real thmeg 
















Q ********* ******* *** ************ *********
subroutine xyz (p.rtip) 
c kinematic relation of flexible tip point
Q ****************************************
real p(4,1 ),rtip(2,1 ),11,12





c 12=cos(p( 1,1 )+p(2,1))






rtip( 1,1) = ll*cl + 12*cl2 - (phile*ql + phi2e*q2)*sl2 
rtip(2, 1)=11*s1 +12*sl2 + (phi 1 e*q 1 + phi2e*q2)*c 12 
return 
end
c  * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
subroutine jacbalpa (pjalpa)
C * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
real p(4,l),jalpa(l,4)jth(2,4) 
calljacb th(pjth) 





c  * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
subroutine jacbdalpa (p,dpjdalpa) 
c **************************************
real p(4,l ),dp(4,l) jdalpa( 1,4) jdth(2,4) 
call d jacb th(p,dp,jdth) 





c  * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
subroutine jacb s(x,y,js) 
c jacobian of constraint flat surface
real js( 1,2) 
js(l,l) = 0 




subroutine d jacb s (dx,dyjds) 
c time derivative of j s
c *************************************** 
real jds( 1,2) 
jds(l,l)= 0 





g  * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
real a(m,n),b(n,l),c(m,l) 
do 4 i=l,m 
do 3 j=l ,1 
c(i,j)=0. 








g  * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
subroutine trace (a,m,tr)
g  * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
real a(m,m) 
tr=0.





g  * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
subroutine transpos (a,m,n,at)
g  * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
real a(m,n),at(n,m) 
do 30 i=l,m 






g * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
subroutine linkproperty 
c define link property (SI unit)
parameter (pi=3.141592654) 
real 11,12
common /robotparameter/11,12,rho 1 ,rho2,pml ,pm2,el,
68
c A1 box 44*44 mm outer, 3 2 *3 2mm inner 
rhol=2.5536















c * * * 4c * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
subroutine jacb th(p,jth) 
real p(4,l)jth(2,4),l 1,12
















jth(l,2)=-(cl2*del tip) - 12*sl2
jth( 1,3)=-(phi 1 e*sl 2)
jth( 1,4)=-(phi2e*s 12)
jth(2,l)=ll*cl +12*cl2 - del tip*sl2





subroutine d jacb th(p,dp,d jth)
Q ♦ ♦ * Jf * >}t* ft * ♦ * * ft * ♦ ************** ft ftftftft ft
real p(4,1 ),dp(4,1 ),d jth(2,4),l 1,12






















d jth(l,l)=-(cl2*(phile*dql + phi2e*dq2)) - ll*cl*dthl -
- 12*cl2*(dthl2) + del tip*sl2*(dthl2)
d jth( 1,2)=-(c 12*(phi 1 e*dq 1 + phi2e*dq2)) - 12*cl2*(dthl2) +
- del tip*sl2*(dthl2)
d jth( 1,3)=-(c 12*phi 1 e*(dth 12)) 
d jth( 1,4)=-(c 12*phi2e*(dth 12))
d jth(2,l)=-(sl2*(phile*dql + phi2e*dq2)) - ll*sl*dthl -
- cl2*del tip*(dthl2) - 12*sl2*(dthl2)
d jth(2,2)=-(sl2*(phile*dql + phi2e*dq2))-
- cl2*del tip*(dthl2) - 12*sl2*(dthl2) 
d jth(2,3)=-(phi 1 e*s 12*(dth 12))




c  *  * *  *  *  * *  * *  *  *  *  *  *  * *  * * * * * *  * * *  * *  *  *  * *  *  * * *  *  * *  *  *  *  *  * * * * * *  *  * * *  * *  *
subroutine dmat (p,dmatrix) 
c This subroutine calculate positive definite
c mass matrix for 2 axis robot w/ last link flexible
c for a given state of
c p={thl,th2,ql,q2} 
c pm 1 =mass at tip of link 1 
c pm2=robot payload 
c * * ** * * * * * * * * * * * ** * * * * * * * * * * * ** * ** * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 
real p(4,1 ),dmatrix(4,4),l 1,12
common /robotparameter/11,12,rhol ,rho2,pml ,pm2,el,qmoi
common/modeintegral/phi 1 A,phi2 A.philsq A,phi2sq A,philphi2 A,
& philr A,phi2r A.ddphilsq A,ddphi 1 ddphi2 A,
& ddphi2sq A
c
c define generalized coordinate
c













dmatrix(l.l) = ll**3*rhol/3 + ll**2*12*rho2 + 12**3*rho2/3 +
- 11 **2*pml *cl **2 +11 **2*pm2*cl**2 +11 *12**2*rho2*c2 +
- 2*Il*12*pm2*cl*cl2+12**2*pm2*cl2**2 +
- rho2*(philsq A*ql**2+ 2*philphi2 A*ql*q2 +





- 2*11 *pm2*cl2*phi2e*q2*sl +








dmatrix(l,2) = 12**3*rho2/3 + ll*12**2*rho2*c2/2 +
- Il*12*pm2*cl*cl2 + 12**2*pm2*c 12**2 +
- rho2*(philsq A*ql**2 + 2*philphi2 A*ql*q2 +













dmatrix(l,3) =rho2*(ll*cl*cl2*phil A +
- cl2**2*philr A+ll*phil A*sl*sl2+ philr A*sl2**2 ) +
- 11 *pm2*c 1 *c 12*phi 1 e + 12*pm2*c 12**2*phi 1 e +
- Il*pm2*phile*sl*sl2 + 12*pm2*phile*s 12**2
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dmatrix(l,4) =rho2*(ll*cl*cl2*phi2 A+ cl2**2*phi2r A +
- Il*phi2 A*sl*sl2 + phi2r A*sl2**2)+
- 11 *pm2*cl *c 12*phi2e + 12*pm2*c 12**2*phi2e +
- I.l*pm2*phi2e*sl*sl2 + 12*pm2*phi2e*sl2**2
dmatrix(2,2) =12**3*rho2/3 + 12**2*pm2*cl2**2 +
- rho2*(philsq A*ql**2 + 2*philphi2 A*ql*q2 + phi2sq A*q2**2)+
- pm2*cl2**2*phile**2*ql**2 +
- 2*pm2*cl2**2*phile*phi2e*ql*q2 +




dmatrix(2,3) =rho2*(cl2**2*philr A + philr A*sl2**2) +
- 12*pm2*cl2**2*phile + 12*pm2*phile*sl2**2
dmatrix(2,4) =rho2*(cl2**2*phi2r A + phi2r A*sl2**2) +
- 12*pm2*cl2**2*phi2e + 12*pm2*phi2e*sl2**2
dmatrix(3,3) =rho2*(cl2**2*philsq A+philsq A*sl2**2) +
- pm2*cl2**2*phile**2 + pm2*phile**2*sl2**2
dmatrix(3,4) =rho2*(cl2**2*philphi2 A + philphi2 A*sl2**2) +
- pm2*cl2**2*phile*phi2e + pm2*phile*phi2e*sl2**2
dmatrix(4,4) =rho2*(cl2**2*phi2sq A + phi2sq A*sl2**2) +
- pm2*cl2**2*phi2e**2 +pm2*phi2e**2*sl2**2
dmatrix(2,1) = dmatrix( 1,2) 
dmatrix(3,l) = dmatrix(l,3) 
dmatrix(3,2) = dmatrix(2,3) 
dmatrix(4,1) = dmatrix( 1,4) 





subroutine hmat (p,dp,hmatrix) 
c This subroutine calculate centrifugal and Coriolis 




real p(4,1), dp(4,1), hmatrix(4,1 ),11,12
common /robotparameter/11,12,rho 1 ,rho2,pm 1 ,pm2,el,qmoi
common/modeintegral/phi 1 A,phi2 A.philsq A,phi2sq A,philphi2 A,
& philr A,phi2r A.ddphilsq A,ddphilddphi2 A,
& ddphi2sq A
c





















hmatrix( 1,1 )=rho2*(l 1 *c 12*phi 1 A*sl*dth2 - 
ll*cl*phil A*sl2*dth2)*dql +
- rho2*(ll*cl2*phi2 A*sl*dth2 - ll*cl*phi2 A*sl2*dth2)*dq2 +
- rho2*(2*philsq A*ql*dql +2*philphi2 A*q2*dql -
2*ll*phil A*s2*dql + 2*philphi2 A*ql*dq2 +
- 2*phi2sq A*q2*dq2 - 2*ll*phi2 A*s2*dq2-













- rho2*(2*philsq A*ql*dql +
- 2*philphi2 A*q2*dql -ll*phil A*s2*dql +
- 2*philphi2 A*ql*dq2+ 2*phi2sq A*q2*dq2- 
ll*phi2 A*s2*dq2 - ll*c2*phil A*ql*dth2-





- 2*pm2*phi 1e**2*q1*s12**2*dq1 *dth2 +
- 2*pm2*phile*phi2e*q2*sl2**2*dql*dth2 +
- 2*pm2*cl2**2*phile*phi2e*ql*dq2*dth2 +


















- 11 *pm2*phi2e*q2*sl *sl2*dth2**2
hmatrix(2,l)=rho2*(2*philsq A*ql*dql +
- 2*philphi2 A*q2*dql - ll*phil A*s2*dql + 
2*philphi2 A*ql*dq2 + 2*phi2sq A*q2*dq2 - 
ll*phi2 A*s2*dq2 - ll*c2*phil A*ql*dth2-
- Il*c2*phi2 A*q2*dth2)*dthl -









- 2*pm2*phi2e**2*q2*sl 2**2*dq2*dthl -
- 0.5*rho2*(-2*ll*c2*phil A*ql -








- rho2*(2*philsq A*ql*dql +2*philphi2 A*q2*dql +










- rho2*(-(ll*c2*phil A*ql) - Il*c2*phi2 A*q2)*dthl*dth2
hmatrix(3,l)=rho2*(ll*cl2*phil A*sl*dth2 - 
ll*cl*phil A*sl2*dth2)*dthl -
- 0.5*rho2*(2*philsq A*ql + 2*philphi2 A*q2











- 2. *pm2*phi 1 e**2*q 1 *s 12**2*dth 1 *dth2 -
- 2.*pm2*phile*phi2e*q2*sl2**2*dthl*dth2 -
- 0.5*rho2*(2*philsq A*ql +





hmatrix(4,1 )=rho2*(l 1 *c 12*phi2 A*sl*dth2 -
- Il*cl*phi2 A*sl2*dth2)*dthl -
- 0.5*rho2*(2*philphi2 A*ql +2*phi2sq A*q2 -
- 2*ll*phi2 A*s2)*dthl**2 -






- rho2*(2*philphi2 A*ql+2*phi2sq A*q2-
- 11 *phi2 A*s2)*dthl*dth2-
- 2.*pm2*cl2**2*phile*phi2e*ql*dthl*dth2 -
- 2. *pm2*c 12**2 *phi2e**2*q2 *dth 1 *dth2 -
- 2.*pm2*phi 1 e*phi2e*q 1 *sl2**2*dth 1 *dth2 -
- 2*pm2*phi2e**2*q2*sl2**2*dthl*dth2 -








subroutine cmat (p,cmatrix) 
c No gravity 
c p={thl,th2,ql,q2}
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£* ♦ * * * ♦ * ♦ ♦ * * * * * ♦ * * * * * * £ ♦ * ** * * ♦ £ * % ♦ ♦  ̂♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ * *
real p(4,1), cmatrix(4,1 ),11,12
c
common /robotparameter/11,12,rho 1 ,rho2,pm 1 ,pm2,el,qmoi
common/modeintegral/phi 1 A,phi2 A.philsq A,phi2sq A,philphi2 A,
& philr A,phi2r A,ddphilsq A,ddphilddphi2 A,
& ddphi2sq A
c







cmatrix(l,l) = 0 
cmatrix(2,l) = 0
cmatrix(3,I) = ddphilsq A*el*qmoi*ql+ddphilddphi2 A*el*qmoi*q2 
cmatrix(4,l) = ddphilddphi2 A*el*qmoi*ql+ddphi2sq A*el*qmoi*q2 
return 
end
^  * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
SUBROUTINE CHSUB 
c * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
COMMON /FAM/CUVAR(11),VAR(11),DER(11),CI 
IF (VAR(l).LE.lOO.) RETURN 




SUBROUTINE FIAM4 (II,N,NT,CI,SPEC,CIMAX,IERR,VAR,CUVAR,DER,ELE1, 
1ELE2,ELT>ERRVAL,DERSUB,CHSUB,ITEXT)
£  ***************************************************************
DIMENSION DER( 11 ),ELE 1 (10),ELE2( 10),ELT( 10),ERR VAL( 10)
DIMENSION TEMP( 10),DER 1 (10),DER2( 10),DER3 (10)
DIMENSION S1 VAR( 11),VAR( 11 ),CUVAR( 11)
EXTERNAL DERSUB,CHSUB 
A = 0.00 
IF(II) 1,1,2 
C INITIAL IZTION SECTION 
1 IF(CI) 3,4,3 
4 PRINT 1000 
1000 FORMAT( 11 H0CI=O STOP)
STOP 








DO 5 J=1,N1 
CUVAR(J) = VAR(J)
5 CONTINUE
C EVALUATION SECTION HERE
8 CALL DERSUB 
IF(MODE.LE.l) GO TO 7 
IF(II-3)36,36,7
36 CALL CHSUB 
IF(II.EQ.2) GO TO 1
37 DO 38 J=1,N1




9 DEL= VAR(l) -TO 
DELP = DEL*( 1 .+1.0E-11)
IF(ABS(DELP)-ABS(SPEC)) 2,10,10





11 DO 20 J=2,N1 
DER3(J-1 )=DER2(J-1)




DELT=0.4*ELE 1 (J-1 )*H 
SI VAR(J)=VAR(J)
CU VAR(J)=S 1 VAR(J)+DELT 
20 CONTINUE 
S1 VAR( 1 )=VAR( 1)
CU VAR( 1 )=S 1 VAR( 1 )+0.4*H 
CALL DERSUB 
EF(II-3)23,23,7
23 CUVAR( 1 )=S 1 VAR( 1 )+.45573725421879*H 
DO 24 J=2,N1
ELE2(J-1 )=DER(J)
DELT=(.29697760924775*ELE 1 (J-1)+. 15875964497104*ELE2(J-1 ))*H 




25 CUVAR( 1) = S1 VAR( 1) + H 
DO 26 J=2,N1
TEMP(J-1 )=DER(J)
DELT=(.21810038822592*ELE 1 (J-1 )-3.0509651486929*ELE2(J-1)







CU VAR( 1 )=VAR( 1 )+DH 
DO 28 J=2,N1
DOUB = (,17476028226269*ELE1(J-1)-.55148066287873*ELE2(J-1)
1 +1,2055355993965*TEMP(J-1)+. 17118478121952*DER(J)) 
CUVAR(J)=VAR(J) + DH*DOUB
28 CONTINUE 

















15 DO 16 J=2,N1 
TEMP( 1 )=CU VAR(J)
DOUB= (9.0*DER(J)+19. *DER1 (J-1 )-5.0*DER2(J-1 )+DER3(J-1)) 
CUVAR(J)=VAR(J)+DH*DOUB
16 ERRVAL(J-1 )= (TEMP( 1)- CUVAR(J)) /14.210526315798 
19 GO TO 8
END
c
j , * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * ! * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
subroutine solvebeta 
c Find first two roots of Det[a]=0 
c which corresponds to first two fund. freq.
external ashapedet.wrrm.zreal 





common /beta/ beta 1 ,beta2













call zreal (ashapedet,errabs, errrel.eps, eta, nroot, 
itmax,xguess,x,info) 
xinitial=x(l)+3 
if(ir.eq. 1) then 
betal=x(l) 
go to 10 
else if (ir.eq.2) then 
beta2=x(l) 
go to 50 
end if
50 fhz=sqrt((el*qmoi*betal **4)/(rho2*12**4))/(2.*pi) 
write/*,*)'1st mode = ',fhz
fhz=sqrt((el*qmoi*beta2**4)/(rho2*12**4))/(2.*pi) 




q  *  *  * * * *  * *  *  *  *  *  *  *  * *  *  * * * * * * * * * *  s*e *  *  * * * * * *  *
function ashapedet(beta)
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
real ashapedet, beta,11,12
common /robotparameter/11,12,rho 1 ,rho2,pm 1 ,pm2,el,qmoi
c






- beta* *3 *12*rho2 * Sinh(beta)* *2)/(12*rho2) 
return
end
g * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
subroutine intphi 
c determine Integrate[phi...,{r,0,a3}]
external phi 1 ,phi2,phi 1 sq,phi2sq,phi 1 phi2,phi 1 r,phi2r 
,ddphi 1 sq,ddphi2sq,ddphi 1 ddphi2 
integer irule 
real 11,12
common /robotparameter/11,12,rhol ,rho2,pml ,pm2,el,qmoi
common/modeintegral/phi 1 A,phi2 A,philsq A,phi2sq A,philphi2 A,








call qdag (phi 1,a,b,errabs,errrel.irule,phi 1 A.errest) 
call qdag (phi2,a,b,errabs,errrel,irule,phi2 A.errest) 
call qdag (phi 1 sq,a,b,errabs,errrel.irule,phi 1 sq A.errest) 
call qdag (phi2sq,a,b,errabs,errrel,irule,phi2sq A.errest) 
call qdag (phi lphi2,a,b,errabs,errrel.irule,phi lphi2 A.errest) 
call qdag (phi lr,a,b,errabs,errrel.irule,phi lr A.errest) 
call qdag (phi2r,a,b,errabs,errrel.irule,phi2r A.errest) 
call qdag (ddphi 1 sq,a,b,errabs,errrel.irule,ddphi I sq A.errest) 
call qdag (ddphi2sq,a,b,errabs,errrel.irule,ddphi2sq A.errest) 
call qdag (ddphi lddphi2,a,b,errabs,errrel.irule, 
ddphi 1 ddphi2 A.errest)
return
end
c **** * ** * lie*** * * * ******** * ** ** ******** *
function phi 1 (r)
£*************************************
real phil,r,l 1,12
common /robotparameter/11,12,rhol ,rho2,pml ,pm2,el,qmoi 
common /beta/ betal ,beta2
c
phil = Sin(betal*r/12) - (Cos(betal*r/12) - Cosh(betal *r/12))*








common /robotparameter/11,12,rho 1 ,rho2,pm 1 ,pm2,el,qmoi 
common /beta/ betal ,beta2
c
phi2 = Sin(beta2*r/12) - (Cos(beta2*r/12) - Cosh(beta2*r/12))*




£ * * * * * * * * * * *** ******** * **** * )«C s(c >fc % * 4:4:4:* *
function philsq(r) 
real phi lsq.r.l 1,12
common /robotparameter/11,12,rhol ,rho2,pml ,pm2,el,qmoi 
common /beta/ betal ,beta2
c
philsq = (Sin(betal *r/12) - (Cos(betal *r/12) - Cosh(betal*r/12))* 
(Sin(beta 1) + Sinh(beta 1 ))/(Cos(beta 1) + Cosh(beta 1)) -





 ̂* * * **** ****** * *** * * ******** s*e * * ifc * * * * * *
real phi2sq,r,ll,12
common /robotparameter/11,12,rho 1 ,rho2,pm 1 ,pm2,el,qmoi 
common /beta/ betal ,beta2
c
phi2sq = (Sin(beta2*r/12) - (Cos(beta2*r/12) - Cosh(beta2*r/12))* 




c *** ** * * ** **** ** ** * + ** ** ****** ** ***** *
function philphi2(r)
Q * * * * * * * * * * * * 4= * 4c * * ** ***************** *
real phi 1 phi2,r,l 1,12
common /robotparameter/11,12,rho 1 ,rho2,pm 1 ,pm2,el,qmoi 
common /beta/ betal ,beta2
c
phi 1 phi2 = (Sin(betal*r/12) - (Cos(betal*r/12) - 
Cosh(betal*r/12))*
(Sin(betal) + Sinh(betal))/(Cos(betal) + Cosh(betal)) -
- Sinh(betal*r/12))*(Sin(beta2*r/12) - 
(Cos(beta2*r/12) - Cosh(beta2*r/12))*
- (Sin(beta2) + Sinh(beta2))/
- (Cos(beta2) + Cosh(beta2)) - Sinh(beta2*r/12)) 
return
end
c * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
function philr(r)
g*************************************
real phi lr,r,l 1,12
common /robotparameter/11,12,rho 1 ,rho2,pm 1 ,pm2,el,qmoi 
common /beta/ betal ,beta2
c
phi 1 r = r*(Sin(beta 1 *r/12) - (Cos(betal*r/12) - Cosh(betal*r/12))* 








common /robotparameter/11,12,rho 1 ,rho2,pm 1 ,pm2,el,qmoi 
common /beta/ betal ,beta2
c
phi2r = r*(Sin(beta2*r/12) - (Cos(beta2*r/12) - Cosh(beta2*r/12))* 





g * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
function ddphi lsq(r)
g * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
real ddphi lsq,r,l 1,12
common /robotparameter/11,12,rho 1 ,rho2,pm 1 ,pm2,el,qmoi 
common /beta/ betal,beta2
c
ddphilsq = (-(betal **2*Sin(betal*r/12)/12**2) -
- (-(betal **2*Cos(betal *r/12)/12**2) -
- betal **2*Cosh(betal *r/12)/12**2)*(Sin(betal) + Sinh(betal))/
- (Cos(betal) + Cosh(betal)) - betal**2*Sinh(betal*r/12)/12**2)**2 
return
end




common /robotparameter/11,12,rho 1 ,rho2,pm 1 ,pm2,el,qmoi 
common /beta/ betal ,beta2
c
ddphi2sq = (-(beta2**2*Sin(beta2*r/12)/12**2) -
- (-(beta2**2*Cos(beta2*r/12)/12**2) -
- beta2**2*Cosh(beta2*r/12)/12**2)*(Sin(beta2) + Sinh(beta2))/
- (Cos(beta2) + Cosh(beta2)) - beta2**2*Sinh(beta2*r/12)/12**2)**2 
return
end
g * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
function ddphi lddphi2(r)
g * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
real ddphi lddphi2,r
c
ddphi 1 ddphi2=ddphi 1 (r)*ddphi2(r)
return
end
g * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
function ddphi 1 (r)
g * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
real ddphi 1 ,r,l 1,12
common /robotparameter/11,12,rhol ,rho2,pml ,pm2,el,qmoi 
common /beta/ betal,beta2
c
ddphi 1 = -(betal **2*Sin(betal *r/12)/12**2) -
- (-(betal **2*Cos(betal *r/12)/12**2) -
- betal **2*Cosh(betal *r/12)/12**2)*




g * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
function ddphi2(r)
g * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
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real ddphi2,r,l 1,12
common /robotparameter/11,12,rhol ,rho2,pm 1 ,pm2,el,qmoi 
common /beta/ beta 1 ,beta2
ddphi2 = -(beta2**2*Sin(beta2*r/12)/12**2) -
- (-(beta2**2*Cos(beta2*r/12)/12**2) -
- beta2**2*Cosh(beta2*r/12)/12**2)*
- (Sin(beta2) + Sinh(beta2))/(Cos(beta2) + Cosh(beta2)) -




EXPERIMENT QUICK C CODE
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * % * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * ** * * * * * * * * % * %
QCPRED2AX.C By Randy S. Conn
Contact force and end effector position control of 2 axis 
planar robot with predictive controller for stabilization based upon 
a FORTRAN simulation by Woosoon Yim.
p={thl th2 ql} 
r={xy}











//define PI 3.141592654 
//define DEG to RAD PI/180 
//define RAD to DEG 180/PI
/*************** robot PROPERTIES ***************/ 
/*** A1 box 44*44 mm outer, 32*32mm inner ***/
//define RHOl 2.5536







/*** link length ***/
//define LI 0.384175
//define L2 0.5730875
//define LI 2 L1*L1
//define LI 3 L1*L1*L1
//define L1 4 LI 2*L1 2
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^define L2 2 L2*L2
#define L2 3 L2*L2*L2
#define L2 4 L2 2*L2 2
#define YCONST 0.852 
/♦♦♦ lump masses ***/
^define PM1 4.54
#defme PM2 1.13
/♦♦♦ vibrational parameters ♦♦♦/ 
#definePHIlE 0.5448045020153 
#define PHI 1E 2 PHI1E*PHI1E
#defmePHIl A 0.1174006933861
#defme PHI1SQ A 4.0241414008108E-2 
#defme PHI1R A 4.9309762075822E-2 
^define DDPHI 1 SQ A 4.731403159659
#define TF 0.5 /♦ t to reach ss ♦/
#defme A TF/2






#define FNF 1.0 
/*** i/o definitions ***/
#define ANALG IN(x) ((4095 - x) / 4096.0 * 20.0 - 10.0) 
#define ITERATIONS 100 
^define MAX HI 5.0 
#define MAX NEG -5.0
/*** Motor Constants ***/
#defineGR 0 







#define Ktacho 0 















/*** I/O vars ***/
/*** JOINTS 0-elbow 1-shoulder ***/
static float error n[2], force, MOTOR ANGLE[2],OMEGA[2].OMEGA VOLT[2],sumxerr,
sumfnerr;
/♦move to define [0]360/4000/18=(0.005) [1 ]360/2000/80=(0.00255) ♦/ 
static const float MOTOR MULTP[2] = { .0030208475, .0045752891 };
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float bul [3][2] = { {1,0},
{0 ,1},
{0,0 } };
float js[l][2]= { 0,1 }, jstrans[2][l]= { {0}, {1} };
float jds[l][2] = { 0,0 };




{0,0 ,0 ,0 , 1000} };
float R wei[2][2] = { {2.0,0.0},
{0 .0 ,2.0 } };
float del tip,th 1 ,th2,q 1 ,q2, dth 1 ,dth2,dth 12,dq 1 ,dq2;
float cl,c2,cl2, sl,s2,sl2;
float cmatrix[3] ,dmatrix[5] [5] ,dmatinv[5] [5];
floatd jth[2][3],dp[3][l],fl[l][l],f2[l][2],jalpa[l][3]jdalpa[l][3]jth[2][3]; 
float jdth[2] [3];
float jthtrans[3][2],p[3][l],qh[3][l],qm[3][2],rtip[2], time, u[2][ l],v[2][l ]; 
float f,fhc,q 1 c=0,dq 1 c=0,ddq 1 c=0; 
float xcommand; 
float k p,k d,mu;
void jacb th(),linds(),linrg(),matmpy();
/******** j/q Routines *********/
generate master clock *****************************/ 
void Generate Clock(void)
{
int chn, cntl, cnt2, mode, enable;
chn = 1 ; 
cntl = 2; 
cnt2 = 2 ; 
mode = 3 ;
cnf rg (chn, cntl, cnt2, mode);
error routine ("\n\aError found during CNF RG");
enable = 1 ;
write ch ( RG, chn, enable);
error routine ("\n\aError found during WRITE CH ENABLE");
}
/******************* pulse generator ****************************/
float Generate Pulse(void)
{
int chn, res, mode, enable, rate, gain, z chn, range;
unsigned pulse; 
float Hz;
chn = 0; 
res = 0; 
mode = 3 ;
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rate = 0;
chn = 0; 
gain = 1 ; 
z chn= -1 ; 
range = 2;
cnf ai (chn, gain, z chn, range);
error routine ("Error found during CNF AI for chn 0");
rate = 10;
Hz = (float) rate* 10;
/* DETERMINE THE PULSE RATE */ 
pulse = (unsigned) 3 * 65535 / rate;
cnf cntr (chn, pulse, res, mode);
error routine ("\n\aError found during CNF CNTR");
enable = 1 ;
write ch ( CT, chn, enable) ;
error routine ("\n\aError found during WRITE CH");
return Hz;
}




chn = 0 ; /** port 0-7 as output **/
cnf do (chn);
error routine ("Error found during cnf DO");
for(chn=8; chn<31; chn+=8){ /** ports 8-15,16-23,24-31 as inputs **/
cnf di (chn);
error routine("Error found during cnf DI\n");
}
}
/************************* detect sampling signal *******************/ 
int rise edge(float *x, int *previous)
{
int chn, adata; 
chn = 0;
adata = read ch ( AI, chn);
error routine ("Error found during READ CH for chn 0");
*x = ANALG IN(adata);





if((*x < 2.0) && (*previous)) *previous = 0; 
return 0;
}
/*********************** initialize encoder **********************/ 
void Initialize Quad(void)
{
write ch( DOBT, 0,0); /* chn 0->!RST */
write ch( DOBT, 1,1); /* chn l->!OE */
write ch( DOBT, 2, 1); /* chn 2->SEL */
write ch( DOBT, 0, 1);
}
/*********************** everything off *********************/ 
void Disable All(void)
{
int disable, chn, adata;
disable = 0; 
chn = 1;
write ch ( RG, chn, disable);
error routine ("error found during WRITE CH DISABLE");
write ch( DOBT, 0, 0); 
write ch( DOBT, 1, 0); 
write ch( DOBT, 2,0);
write ch ( AO, 0, 2048); 
write ch ( AO, 1, 2048); 
write ch ( AO, 2, 2048);
I****************** gjyj degree of rotation ***********************/ 
static void Degree Rotated(void)
/i
static int h byte[2],l byte[2], neg[2], i;
write ch( DOBT, 2, 0); /* SEL */ 
write ch( DOBT, 1,0); /* !OE */
h byte[0]=read ch( DI, 24);h byte[l] = read ch( DI, 8); 
neg[0] = read ch ( DIBT,27) ;neg[l] = read ch ( DIBT.l 1);
write ch( DOBT, 2, 1);
1 byte[0]=read ch( DI, 24);1 byte[l] = read ch( DI, 8);
write ch( DOBT, 1,1); I* !OE *1
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write ch( DOBT, 0,0); /* !RST */
write ch( DOBT, 0, 1); /* !RST */
error routine ("Error found during DI read");
for(i=0; i<2; i++){ 
if(!neg[i])
MOTOR ANGLE[i] += (float)(h byte[i]*256 + 1 byte[i]) * MOTOR MULTP[i]
* DEG to RAD;
else
MOTOR ANGLE[i] += ((float)(h byte[i]*256 +1 byte[i])-4096.0)




/****************** tachometer input ***********************/ 
static void tacho(void)
{ /*shoulder [0] 2.5 ipm/V 0.2618 rad/s/V 15.000035 deg/s/V
elbow [1] 74.06 rpm/V 7.7555 rad/s/V 444.35742 deg/s/V*/
OMEGA VOLT[0] = ( (4095-read ch( AI,5))/4096.0*20.0-10.0);
OMEGAfO] = OMEGA VOLT[0] * 0.2618;
OMEGA VOLT[l] = ( (4095-read ch( AI,6))/4096.0*20.0-10.0 );




* * * * * * * * * * jfe * * * % * j




for (i=0; i<2; i++) {volt[i] = (4095-read ch( AI,i+l))/4096.0*20.0-10.0;} 
yvolt=(volt[0]-volt[ 1 ])/(volt[0]+volt[ 1 ]); 
flty= (12.4352 * yvolt + 1.65803)/1000; 
retum(flty);/*retum(0);*/
}
/**************#** convert voltage to binary *************************/
intANALG OUT(floatx)
{
return (int) (( x + 10.0) * 4096/20.0);
J/
/*************** voitage output t0 the AMPLIFIERS ******************/ 
void Analog Output(float xl, float x2)
{
write ch ( AO, 0, ANALG OUT(xl)); 
error routine ("Error found during WRITE CH\n");
write ch( AO, 1, ANALG OUT(x2));








volt = (4095-read ch( AI,3))/4096.0*20.0-10.0;









dth 1 =dp [0] [0]; 
dth2=dp[l][0]; 
dthl2=dthl+dth2; 








* *  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  f
void jacb th()
{ int ij;
jth[0][0]=-cl2*del tip - Ll*sl -L2*sl2; 
jth[0][l]=-cl2*del tip - L2*sl2; 
jth[0][2]=-PHIlE*sl2; 
jth[l][0]=Ll*cl + L2*cl2-del tip*sl2; 
jth[l][l]=L2*cl2 - del tip*sl2; 
jth[l][2]=cl2*PHIlE;
/ I * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * /
void xyz()
/* kinematic relation of flexible tip point
* * * * 4c ** * * ### * * * #* * ***** * *** * * * *** * * * * * * * * if: * * % */
{
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rtip[0] = Ll*cl + L2*cl2 - PHIlE*ql*sl2; 
rtip[l] = Ll*sl + L2*sl2+ PHIlE*ql*cl2;
}
/*************************/ 
void transpos(a, m, n, at)
* * **** * * ** * * *** ** ** * ** * */ 
float *a,*at;int m,n;
int i, j;








/ f t * * * * * * * * * * * * * * /
voidd jacb th()
y# 4c *  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  #y
{
d jth[0][0]=-c 12*PHI 1 E*dq 1 -Ll*cl*dthl - L2*cl2*(dthl2) +
del tip*sl2*dthl2; 
d jth[0][ 1 ]=-c 12*PHI 1 E*dq 1 - L2*cl2*dthl2+del tip*sl2*dthl2; 
d jth[0][2]=-c 12*PHIlE*dthl2;
d jth[ 1 ][0]=-s 12*PHI 1 E*dq 1 -LI*sl*dthl -cl2*del tip*dthI2
-L2*sl2*dthl2;
d jth[l][l]=-sl2*PHIlE*dql -cl2*del tip*dthl2 - L2*sl2*dthl2; 
d jth[ 1 ][2]=-PHI 1 E*sl2*dthl2;
void dmat()
/* This subroutine calculate positive definite
mass matrix for 2 axis robot w/ last link flexible 
for a given state of 
p={thl,th2,ql}
PMl=mass at tip of link 1 
PM2=robot payload
** * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * # * * % * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * % * * * * * * *
{
dmatrix[0][0] =L1 3*RH01/3 +L1 2*L2*RH02 + L2 3*RH02/3 +L1 2*PM1
+ L1 2*PM2 +L1*L2 2*RH02*c2 +
2*Ll*L2*PM2*cl*cl2+L2 2*PM2
+ RH02*(PHI1SQ A*ql*ql -2*L1*PHI1 A*ql*s2) +
PM2*PHI1E 2*ql*ql
+ 2*Ll*PM2*cl2*PHIlE*ql*sl -
2*L1 *PM2*c 1 *PHI 1 E*q 1 *s 12
+2*Ll*L2*PM2*sl*sl2;
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dmatrixfO]f 1 ] = L2 3*RH02/3 + L1*L2 2*RH02*c2/2+ Ll*L2*PM2*cl*cl2
+ L2 2*PM2 + RH02*( PHI1SQ A*ql*ql -
L1*PHI1 A*ql*s2 )
+ PM2*PHI1E 2*ql*ql + Ll*PM2*cl2*PHIlE*ql*sl 
- L1 *PM2*c 1 *PHI 1 E*q 1 *s 12 + L1 *L2*PM2*s 1 *sl 2;
dmatrix[0][2] =RH02*(Ll*cl*cl2*PHIl A + PHI1R A + LPPHI1 A*sl*sl2)
+ L1 *PM2*c 1 *c 12*PHI 1E + L2*PM2*PHI 1E +
Ll*PM2*PHIlE*sl*sl2;
dmatrix[l][l] = L2 3*RH02/3+L2 2*PM2 +RH02*PHI1SQ A*ql*ql+
PM2*PHI1E 2*ql*ql;
dmatrix[l][2] =RH02*PHI1R A + L2*PM2*PHI1E;
dmatrix[2][2] =RH02*PHI1SQ A + PM2*PHUE 2;
dmatrix[l][0] = dmatrix[0][l]; 













/* calculate contact force equation Fn=F 1 (p,dp)+F2(p)U 
Fl=al*(a2+a3-a4)
F2=bl*b2



















/*** get al ***/




a 1 [0] £0]= 1 /a 1 [0] [0];




/*** get a3 ***/
matmpy(d jth,dp,dumm3,2,3,l); 
matmpy(js,dumm3,a3,l ,2,1);
/*** get a4 ***/
for (i=0;i<3;i++)
dumml [i][0]=cmatrix[i]; 
matmpy(dmatinv,dumm 1 ,dumm2,3,3,1); 
matmpy(jth,dumm2,dumm3,2,3,l); 
matmpy(js,dumm3,a4,1,2,1);
/*** get b l  ***/
bl [0][0]=al [0] [0];
/*** get b2 ***/
matmpy(dmatinv,bu 1 ,dumm4,3,3,2); 
matmpy(jth,dumm4,dumm5,2,3,2); 
matmpy(js,dumm5,b2,1,2,2);
/*** matrix fl & f2 ***/
fl [0] [0]=a 1 [0] [0] *(a2 [0] [0]+a3 [0] [0]-a4 [0] [0]);
12[0][0]=bl[0][0]*b2[0][0];




/* calculate constrained dynamics equations
PROCESS TO BE SIMULATED 
{ddp}={qh}+[qm]{u}
3x1 3x1 3x2 2x1 





/*** calculate {qh} ***/
matmpy(jstrans,fl ,dum 1,2,1,1); 
matmpy(jthtrans,duml ,dum2,3,2,1); 
for (i=0;i<3;i++)
dum3[i][0]=-cmatrix[i]-dum2[i][0];/* 1 to0*/ 
matmpy(dmatinv,dum3,qh,3,3,1);
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for (j=0u<3 ;j++) jdalpa[0] [j]=jdth[0] [j];
}
/ * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * /




if (*t < a)
{
*y=thmeg * *t * *t/(a * tf);
*dy=2 * thmeg * *t/(a * tf);
*ddy=2 * thmeg/(a * tf);
}
else if (*t > a && *t < tf)
{
*y=thmeg + thmeg*(tf-*t)*(tf-*t)/((a-tf) * tf); 
*dy=-thmeg*2*(tf-*t)/((a-tf) * tf);











static float err,xc,dxc,ddxc,xerr,dxerr,fnerr; 
float x,dx,ddx, dfii,ddfn; 
float qlerr,dqlerr;
floatdumll[I][l],dum22 l[2][2],dum22 2[2][2],dum21[2][l],dum21 1[2][1],
dum72[7][2],dum22 inv[2][2],duml 1 l[l][l],dumll 2[l][l],dum71 [7][1 ]; 
floatqhprime[l][l],qmprime[l][2],qh 2[l][l],qm 2[1][2]; 
float PM[5] [ 1 ],PN[5] [2],PNt[2] [5]; 









/*** X TRAJECTORY ***/
I* traj(&x,&dx,&ddx,&time,TF,A,XF-XI);*/










q 1 err=p[2] [0]-q 1 c; dq 1 err=dp[2] [0]-dq 1 c;
/*** (CONTACT FORCE ERROR) ***/ 
force=fh(); 
fnerr=force-fhc;





/*** calculate qh' and qm' ***/ 
jacbalpa(); 
jacbdalpa();
/*** get qjj1 ***/
matmpy(jalpa,qh,duml 1 1,1,3,1);
matmpy(jdalpa,dp,duml 1 2,1,3,1);




/*** PREDICTIVE CONTROLLER ***/
/ * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *




/*** Formulate [PM] and [PN] where x(t)=[PM]+[PN]*u ***/
/* PM[0][0]=xerr+DELH*dxerr+DELH*DELH*(qhprime[0][0]-ddxc)/2;
PM[ 1 ] [0]=dxerr+DELH*(qhprime[0][0]-ddxc); 
PM[2][0]=qlerr+DELH*dqlerr+0.5*DELH*DELH*(qh 2[0][0]-ddqlc); 
PM[3][0]=dq 1 err+DELH*(qh 2[0][0]-ddq 1 c);
PM[4] [0]=sumfherr+DELH*fl [0][0];
PN[0] [0]=0.5*DELH*DELH*qmprime[0] [0];
PN[ 1 ] [0]=DELH*qmprime[0] [0];
PN[2][0]=0.5*DELH*DELH*qm 2[0][0];
PN[3][0]=DELH*qm 2[0][0];
PN[4] [0]=DELH*{2 [0] [0];
PN[0][ 1 ]=0.5 *DELH*DELH*qmprime[0] [ 1 ];
PN[ 1 ] [ 1 ]=DELH*qmprime[0] [ 1 ];
PN[2][l]=0.5*DELH*DELH*qm 2[0][1];
PN[3][l]=DELH*qm 2[0][1];
PN[4] [ 1 ]=DELH*f2 [0][1];*/
/*** determine u ***/
/* transpos(PN,5,2,PNt);
matmpy (Q wei,PN,dum72,5,5,2); 
matmpy (PNt,dum72,dum22 1,2,5,2); 
for (i=0;i<2;i++)
for (j=0;j<2;j-H-)
dum22 2[i][j]=dum22 l[i][j]+R wei[i][j]; 
linrg(dum22 2,dum22 inv); 
matmpy (Q wei,PM,dum71,5,5,1); 
matmpy (PNt,dum71 ,dum21,2,5,1); 





B [0] [0]=qmprime[0] [0]; B[0] [ 1 ]=qmprime[0] [ 1 ];
B[l][0]=f2[0][0]; B[l][l]=f2[0][l];
linrg(B,B inv);
temp u[0][0]=-qhprime[l][l]-k d*dxerr-k p*xerr+ddxc; 
temp u[ 1 ] [0]=-fl [ 1 ] [ 1 ]-mu*sumfiierr+fnc; 
u[0][0]=B inv[0][0]*temp u[0][0]+B inv[0][l]*temp u[l][0]; 
u[l][0]=B inv[l][0]*temp u[0][0]+B inv[l][l]*temp u[l][0];
^ * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * y
void invkinem(float px, float py)
/* inverse kinematics of rigid portion of robot
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{
floatduml,duml 2,dum2,px 2,py 2; 
px 2=px*px;py 2=py*py;
duml=px 2+py 2+L1 2+L2 2;duml 2=duml*duml; 
dum2=sqrt( duml 2-2*((px 2+py 2)*(px 2+py 2)+Ll 4+L2 4)); 
thl=-atan(px/py)+atan( (px 2+py 2+L1 2-L2 2)/dum2 ); 




void matmpy(a, b, c, m, n, 1)
/****************************/







*(c + i*l + j)=0; 
for (k=0;k<n;k++)
{
*(c + i*l +j)+=*(a + i*n + k) * *(b + k*l + j);
/*********************/
void linrg(a, a inv)
jif. * * * * * * * * % * % * % * * * * * * t f
float *a, *a inv;
{
float det a;
det a=*a * *(a+3) - *(a+l) * *(a+2); 
*a inv = *(a+3)/det a;
*(a inv+1) = -*(a+l)/det a;
*(a inv+2) = -*(a+2)/det a;




void linds(a, a inv)
float *a, *a inv;
{
float det a;




*a inv =(*(a+4)**(a+8)-*(a+5)**(a+7))/det a;














float posO, sample, sample laser(), V control [2], T period; 
int done, i,inpos0,inposl,inpos2,j, previous, stop, x, y, vel; 
dat = fopen("dat.dat","w");
/* INITIALIZE PCI20000 SYSTEM */
Initialize Sys(); 
for (i= 1; i<7; i++) cnf ai (i, 1,-1,2);
/* GENERATE CLOCK @ 2 MHz. */
Generate Clock();
/* GENERATE PLILSE and INITIALIZE PULSE READ CHN */
T period = 1/Generate Pulse();
/* CONFIGURE DIGITALI/O CHANNELS */
Configure Digital();
/* INITIALIZE QUADRATURE COUNTERS */
Initialize Quad();
printfl"Enter k d\n");scanf("%f',&k d); 
printf("Enter k p\n");scanf("%f',&k p); 
printf( "Enter mu\n") ;scanf( "%f' ,&mu);
done = previous = stop = 0;
invkinem(XI,YI);MOTOR ANGLE[0]=p[0][0];MOTOR ANGLE[ 1 ]=p11 ][0]; 
while(ldone)
{
/* DETECT RISING EDGE OF THE SIGNAL */ 
while(rise edge(&sample,&previous))
{
/*** Read angle and velocity ***/
Degree Rotated(); 
tacho();
/*** Read deflection ***/
posO=sample Iaser();inpos0=(int)(pos0+0.5);
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vel = (3*inposO-4*((abs(inposO-inposl)<=l) ? inposO:inposl) 
+((abs(inpos0-inpos2)<=l) ? inpos0:inpos2))/0.02; 
inpos2=inposl; inposl=inposO;
/*** Find P and dP (3x1) ***/
p[0][0]=MOTOR ANGLE[0];p[l][0]=MOTOR ANGLE[ 1 ];p[2][0]=pos0/PHI 1E;
dp[0] [0]=OMEGA[0];dp[ 1 ] [0]=OMEGA[ 1 ];dp[2] [0]=vel/PHI 1E; 
gen coord();
torque();
V control[0] =u [0] [0] *R 0/(GR 0*Ka 0*Kt 0) +
(Ke 0*OMEGA VOLT[0])/(Ka 0*Ktacho 0);
V control [0]*=-l ;
V control[l]=u[l][0]*R 1/(GR l*Ka l*Kt 1) +
(Ke 1 *OMEGA VOLT[l])/(Ka 1 *Ktacho 1);
/* CONTROLLER */ 
for(i=0; i<2; i++)
{
if(V control [i] > 0.0)
V control[i]=(V controlfi] > MAX HI) ?
MAX HI:V control[i];
if(V control[i] < 0.0)
V control[i]=(V control[i] < MAX NEG)?
MAX NEG:V control[i];
}
fprintf(dat,''%f %f %f %f\n",time,rtip[0],force,posO); 
time+=0.01;
if( bios keybrd( KEYBRD READY))
key = bios keybrd( KEYBRD READ) & Oxff; 
switch(key){ 
case V :




Analog Output(V control[0], V controlfi]);
else
Analog Output(0,0);
} /* close while(rise edge(&sample,&previous)) */
} /* close while(ldone) */
/* DISABLE MODULES */
Disable All(); 
write ch ( AO, 0, 2048); 
write ch ( AO, 1,2048); 
write ch ( AO, 2,2048);
/* clearscreen( GCLEARSCREEN);*/ 
fclose(dat);
} /* final close */
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